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country in the world after China.. Indians in
other regions expect they'll be earning $1 a
day in 10 years.Hi, I'm a new member here
but have been watching the site and learned
alot from watching the videos and reading
the help files. I had to turn on the NAS while
installing my new ZZT for reasons to be
determined. That sent it into recovery
(meaning i'd have to start all over again). My
question is: Would I be able to link the RPi
with my NAS drive and use the Pi as a
secondary storage for my new ZZT? In this
case, I'd like to have the ZZT auto-back-up on
the RPi or at least during startup. Any
thoughts? Don't think this works like that.
ZZT is setup to use the local drives, but for
things it is better to back up to a different
location. I have 5 RPi devices and I back up to
the NAS every night. Hi, I'm a new member
here but have been watching the site and
learned alot from watching the videos and
reading the help files. I had to turn on the
NAS while installing my new ZZT for reasons
to be determined. That sent it into recovery
(meaning i'd have to start all over again). My
question is: Would I be able to link the RPi
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with my NAS drive and use the Pi as a
secondary storage for my new ZZT? In this
case, I'd like to have the ZZT auto-back-up on
the RPi or at least during startup. Any
thoughts? Don't think this works like that.
ZZT is setup to use the local drives, but for
things it is better to back up to a different
location. I have 5 RPi devices and I back up to
the NAS every night. Thanks for the reply,
OK, that makes more sense. To be honest, I
was a little confused, since the NAS is now
always on.
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